INTEGRATED POOLS

affordable quality
ENVIABLE OUTDOOR LIVING

With Integrated Pools, you don’t just buy a pool, you buy a lifestyle. The company commits to producing some of
Melbourne’s best quality and most affordable pools, spas, landscapes and outdoor living areas, with an attention to
design and detail that is unmatched.
The owners of this Hoddles Creek property approached the experienced Integrated Pools team wanting a functional
family pool that their family and friends could enjoy, which would bring the ‘wow’ factor to their outdoor space.
Integrated Pools responded with a dramatic curved infinity-edge pool, extending toward the beautiful forest backdrop.
Integrated Pools used the slope of the block to transform a space that was previously unusable. By lifting the 10m
concrete pool out of the ground, the infinity-edge forms part of the pool fence, ensuring the views of the surrounding
landscape remain uninterrupted.
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Integrated Pools
9a Hall Street
Hawthorn East
Tel: (03) 8532 4432
Email: stephenc@integratedpools.com.au
Website: www.integratedpools.com.au

The pool features a Q-quartz interior, with tiles on the waterline and step edges. The interior is highlighted at night
by three Spa Electrics underwater LED lights. The landscaping work was achieved in partnership with Blooming Good
Paving & Landscaping, while the outdoor furniture is by Eco Outdoor.
Integrated Pools is a division of Canny, whose prized reputation as one of Melbourne’s premier home designers and
builders has been cemented since the early 1990s.
The Integrated Pools team builds all across Melbourne, the peninsulas and rural areas. Its new complimentary 3D
pool modelling technology service allows clients to see what their pool design will look like in their backyard, before
it is built.
The company specialises in complete outdoor living, be it a simple plunge or lap pool or a full outdoor landscape
concept that includes pool construction, spas, pool houses, alfrescos, paving, water features and decks. Integrated
Pools is well placed to provide sound design and construction expertise, from the basic to the most intricate projects.
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